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Opinion
Neuroimaging and lesion studies have seemed to con-
verge on the idea that the hippocampus selectively
supports recollection. However, these studies usually
involve a comparison between strong recollection-
based memories and weak familiarity-based memories.
Studies that avoid confounding memory strength with
recollection and familiarity almost always find that the
hippocampus supports both recollection and familiarity.
We argue that the functional organization of the medial
temporal lobe (MTL) is unlikely to be illuminated by the
psychological distinction between recollection and fa-
miliarity and will be better informed by findings from
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. These findings in-
dicate that the different structures of the MTL process
different attributes of experience. By representing the
widest array of attributes, the hippocampus supports
recollection-based and familiarity-based memory of
multiattribute stimuli.

A memory is viewed as consisting of a collection or set
of different types of information, each type being called
an attribute. Thus, the constituents of a memory are
attributes.

Benton Underwood, 1983

Introduction
The discovery that medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures
are essential for memory came from early descriptions of
the noted patient H.M. [1,2]. Subsequent work in this same
tradition established key principles about the organization
of memory [3,4]. In particular, cumulative studies of an
animal model of human memory impairment in the non-
human primate [5], together with additional human cases,
identified the structures in the MTL that are important for
memory: the hippocampus and the adjacent entorhinal,
perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices [6]. Recently, a
considerable body of research has focused on possible
differences between these structures in how they support
memory. One proposal holds that the functional organiza-
tion of the MTL can be understood in terms of a longstand-
ing distinction between the psychological constructs of
recollection and familiarity. An alternative view holds that
the function of MTL structures is not illuminated by this
distinction and is better informed by findings from neuro-
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anatomy and neurophysiology that help to identify the
attributes of memory supported by different structures.
After a brief overview of the problems associated with
using the constructs of recollection and familiarity to
identify the functions of different MTL structures, we
elaborate on the proposal that the functions of MTL struc-
tures are better understood in terms of the attributes of
experience they process. We propose that the hippocam-
pus, more than the other structures of the MTL, combines
the different aspects of experience and supports the recol-
lection-based and familiarity-based memory of multiattri-
bute stimuli.

Recollection and familiarity in the MTL

Dual-process theory [7,8] holds that recognition memory
can be based on a simple sense of familiarity (e.g. when all
one knows on seeing a person is that the face is familiar) or
on the recollection of additional details that are not present
(e.g. when one can specifically remember meeting the
person before). Brown and Aggleton [9] proposed that
the hippocampus selectively supports recollection, where-
as the perirhinal cortex selectively supports familiarity.
Much evidence apparently consistent with this view has
come from neuroimaging studies and lesion studies using a
variety of behavioral methods to assess recollection and
familiarity in humans [10–12]. Additional evidence has
come from lesion studies and single-unit recording studies
in animals using other behavioral methods [13]. Yet recent
findings suggest that it is time to abandon these ideas
about recollection and familiarity and to consider a differ-
ent approach to the function of MTL structures.

Various methods have been used in an effort to assess
recollection and familiarity. For example, participants are
often asked to express their confidence in each recognition
decision (e.g. using a 6-point confidence scale ranging from
1 = ‘Sure New’ to 6 = ‘Sure Old’) or to indicate directly for
each decision whether it was based on recollection or
familiarity (by declaring ‘Remember’ or ‘Know,’ respective-
ly). Using these methods, recollection-based decisions are
identified by high confidence (e.g. a rating of 6) or by a
Remember judgment, whereas familiarity-based decisions
are identified by lower confidence (e.g. a rating of 1–5) or by
a Know judgment. These two methods rely on subjective
reports but more objective methods have also been used in
studies of source memory wherein participants are asked
to recall specific details associated with the items that they
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correctly recognize. Thus, in a recognition test of concrete
nouns, participants might be asked (for each item correctly
recognized) whether the itemwas accompanied at study by
a question about the item’s pleasantness (Source question
A) or by a question about its size (Source question B).
Recollection-based decisions are identified by correct
source memory judgments (item-correct plus source-cor-
rect trials) and familiarity-based decisions are identified by
incorrect source memory judgments (item-correct plus
source-incorrect trials). The findings obtained with these
methods tell a mostly consistent story: the hippocampus
selectively subserves recollection. However, this story
holds only so long as one adopts the strong assumption
that confidence and accuracy are high whenever recollec-
tion occurs. This assumption turns out to be the Achilles’
heel of this program of research.

Studies that adopt the strong assumption that recollec-
tion always yields high confidence and high accuracy also
necessarily assume that recognition decisions made with
lower confidence and lower accuracy are familiarity based.
By this view, a comparison between strong (high confi-
dence) memories and weak (low confidence) memories is an
effective way to distinguish between recollection and fa-
miliarity. For example, neuroimaging studies have used
confidence ratings as a direct proxy for these constructs
[14]. Similarly, in Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) analyses of patients with memory impairment,
quantitative estimates of recollection and familiarity have
often been derived from a specific model [15,16], whereby
recollection yields only (and accounts for most) decisions
made with the highest level of confidence (e.g. a 6 on a 6-
point scale) and familiarity accounts for all decisions made
with lower levels of confidence (e.g. 1 through 5 on a 6-point
scale) [17–19].

Studies that use the Remember/Know procedure to
investigate recollection and familiarity [e.g. 20–22] also
rely on this same assumption, albeit indirectly. These
studies use Remember judgments to identify recollec-
tion-based decisions, and Know judgments to identify fa-
miliarity-based decisions. It is well known that Remember
judgments are made with high confidence and high accu-
racy, whereas Know judgments are, on average (and with-
out exception), made with lower confidence and lower
accuracy [23–25]. Thus, once again, strong memories are
used to identify recollection and weak memories are used
to identify familiarity. These same considerations also
apply to the more objective source memory procedure. In
this procedure, correct old decisions followed by correct
source recollection (item-correct plus source-correct trials)
are usually made with high confidence, whereas correct old
decisions followed by incorrect source recollection (item-
correct plus source-incorrect trials) are usually made with
lower confidence [26,27].

Studies that use these procedures have often concluded
that the hippocampus plays a role in recollection but not
familiarity (see [13] for a review). In addition, studies have
concluded that anterior temporal lobe structures adjacent
to the hippocampus are important for familiarity but not
recollection [13,28]. The difficulty with these conclusions is
that they are predicated on the assumption that recollec-
tion yields strong memory and that weaker memories are
therefore familiarity based (or they are based on a specific
model [15,16] that entails this assumption to estimate
recollection and familiarity). Contrary to this assumption,
much recent evidence shows that recollection is a continu-
ous process that can vary from weak to strong. For exam-
ple, the probability of correct source recollection increases
in continuous fashion as a function of the confidence
expressed in an old/new recognition decision (i.e. source
recollection is not associated exclusively with the highest
level of old/new confidence) [29]. In addition, when confi-
dence ratings are taken for the source recollection decision
itself, the accuracy of source recollection increases contin-
uously as a function of confidence [30].

With respect to the Remember/Know procedure, source
recollection is high following Remember judgments and is
lower (but almost never absent) following Know judgments
[31]. All of these findings, and many more [32–38], indicate
that recollection, like familiarity, is a continuous process
(from weak to strong). Accordingly, recollection and famil-
iarity cannot be accurately assessed by comparing strong
memories with weak memories (whether these memories
are identified by confidence ratings, the Remember/Know
procedure or the source memory procedure). Moreover,
models of recognition based on the assumption that recol-
lection always yields strong memory [15,16] cannot extract
accurate estimates of recollection and familiarity. In light
of these considerations, prior work interpreted to mean
that the hippocampus selectively supports recollection
provides equal support for an alternative view: that the
role of the hippocampus is most evident during the encod-
ing and retrieval of strongmemories (whether these strong
memories are recollection based or familiarity based). The
point is that recollection-based memories can be weak and
familiarity-based memories can be strong [29,39]. Accord-
ingly, methods must be used that do not confound recol-
lection and familiarity with memory strength.

A recent neuroimaging experiment using a source mem-
ory procedure illustrates the usefulness of equating for
memory strength when investigating the role of the hippo-
campus in recollection and familiarity [27]. A common
finding in neuroimaging studies is that, compared with
activity associated with forgotten items, hippocampal ac-
tivity is elevated on trials in which both the item is recog-
nized and the source question is answered correctly (item-
correct plus source-correct trials). Hippocampal activity is
usually not elevated for item-correct plus source-incorrect
trials [40–45]. These findings have been interpreted to
mean that the hippocampus selectively supports recollec-
tion but they could also mean that, in functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, hippocampal activity is
detectable for strong memories (whether they are recollec-
tion based or familiarity based). Wais et al. [27] measured
activity at retrieval after equating the memory strength of
item-correct plus source-correct decisions and item-correct
plus source-incorrect decisions. Specifically, the analysis
was limited to items that received old/new confidence
ratings of 5 or 6 (i.e. old decisions made with relatively
high confidence regardless of whether source recollection
occurred). The finding was that, compared with activity
associated with forgotten items, hippocampal activity
was elevated to a similar extent for both correct source
211
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Figure 1. Hippocampal activity associated with strong recollection and strong

familiarity In the left hippocampus, activity associated with Source-Correct

decisions (item-correct plus source-correct items) was greater than the activity

associated with Forgotten items. In the same region, activity associated with

Incorrect Source decisions (item-correct plus source-incorrect items) was also

greater than the activity associated with Forgotten items. To equate for memory

strength, the source correct and source incorrect data were based on old decisions

made with relatively high confidence (5 or 6 on a 6-point rating scale). Error bars

for the two source categories represent the standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) of

the difference scores for each comparison, whereas the error bar for the forgotten

items represents the root mean square of the s.e.m. values associated with the two

individual comparisons (* denotes a difference relative to forgotten items, p-

corrected<0.05). Reproduced, with permission, from [27].
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Figure 2. Cortical afferents to the MTL in the nonhuman primate based on earlier

findings The diagram shows the percentage of cortical input from the ‘what’ (blue)

and ‘where’ (red) pathways to the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices in the

MTL (black boxes). The box for hippocampus also includes dentate gyrus and

subiculum. The data [51] indicate that parahippocampal cortex might be important

for the memory-based processing of spatial information (red lines and boxes),

whereas perirhinal cortex might be important for the memory-based processing of

visual information (blue lines and boxes). Perirhinal cortex might also be involved

in spatial memory based on the strong input it receives from parahippocampal

cortex. Adapted, and reproduced with permission, from [87].
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judgments and incorrect source judgments (Figure 1). Kir-
wan et al. [46] conducted a similar study (scanning at
encoding) and reached similar conclusions. These findings,
among others [47,48], support the view that the hippocam-
pus is important for familiarity as well as recollection (for
reviews, see [49,50]).

In search of the functional organization of the MTL

If the psychological distinction between recollection and
familiarity does not illuminate the organization of the
MTL, then what does? Some useful suggestions come from
neuroanatomical studies of the nonhuman primate [51]. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the various structures of the MTL
are highly and reciprocally interconnected but the inputs
to each structure are not identical. We next consider how
functional distinctions between the structures of theMTL –

in particular the perirhinal cortex and the hippocampus –

might be better understood in terms of anatomy and
physiology than in terms of the psychological distinction
between recollection and familiarity.

Perirhinal cortex

The perirhinal cortex is a polymodal association area with
strong connections to the entorhinal cortex and hippocam-
pus. It lies at the boundary between the highest level of the
ventral visual pathway (area TE) and the rest of the MTL,
and in the nonhuman primate it receives themajority of its
cortical input from visual areas TE and TEO (62%,
Figure 2). Inasmuch as these areas are involved in proces-
sing visual information, this extensive visual input sug-
gests that perirhinal cortex could be particularly
important for remembering visual attributes (see [52] for
a review of the considerable evidence supporting this idea).
212
The idea that perirhinal cortex could be important for
visual memory is neutral with respect to its possible role in
recollection and familiarity. Familiarity occurs when an
item elicits a memory signal that is specific to that item,
whereas recollection occurs when a retrieval cue also
brings to mind the representation of an associated stimu-
lus that is no longer present. Based on anatomy, it seems
reasonable to suppose that perirhinal cortex plays an
important role in visual familiarity and that it also plays
an important role in visual recollection (e.g. when a visual
stimulus is used as a retrieval cue to recollect its visual
paired associate; see [53]). That is, the important distinc-
tion here is between visual and nonvisual attributes of
memory, not between recollection and familiarity.

Evidence for a memory signal associated with visual
stimuli in perirhinal cortex is abundant, and this evidence
has been taken to support the claim that this structure is
important for familiarity [9,13]. For example, neurophysi-
ological studies using rats and monkeys have found that
neurons in the perirhinal cortex signal novelty by an
increased firing rate in response to a simple visual stimu-
lus and then return to baseline as an item is presented
repeatedly and becomes more familiar. This phenomenon,
termed repetition suppression, has been hypothesized to
be the neural basis of familiarity [9]. However, evidence for
a visual associative recollection signal in perirhinal cortex
has also been observed [54]. Monkeys were presented with
24 colored patterns, and perirhinal neurons initially
responded selectively to one or two of the patterns. After
training in which the monkeys learned to associate pairs of
stimuli, the stimulus-selective neurons began to fire not
only in response to the preferred stimulus but also in
response to its paired associate. Miyashita [55] suggested
that these pair-coding neurons support ‘pair recall’ activity
in which presentation of one of the stimuli calls to mind its
paired associate. Recent neuroimaging studies in humans
have also found evidence of recollection-related activity
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(associated with ‘Remember’ judgments) for visual objects
in perirhinal cortex [56,57] (see Box 1 for a discussion of
efforts to interpret recollection-related perirhinal activity
in terms of ‘unitized familiarity’).

In the monkey, the perirhinal cortex also receives sub-
stantial input from polymodal areas (Figure 2), in particu-
lar from area TF of the parahippocampal cortex (which
itself receives visuospatial input from the dorsal ‘where’
pathway). These connections raise the possibility that
perirhinal cortex plays a role in processing both visual
and spatial attributes of memory. In support of this idea,
Box 1. Continuous recollection versus unitized familiarity in

associative recognition

In a typical associative recognition test, participants are asked to

distinguish between intact and rearranged item pairs (e.g. word

pairs). Because the familiarity of the items does not help to make

this discrimination, associative recognition is thought to depend on

recollection. Recently, using fMRI, Haskins et al. [18] reported that

perirhinal activity was elevated for correct associative recognition

decisions, consistent with other fMRI research [82] and with single-

unit evidence in monkeys showing activity in perirhinal neurons

correlated with associative memory [83]. This evidence would seem

to suggest that perirhinal cortex plays a role in recollection (not only

familiarity). However, in an effort to preserve the idea that perirhinal

cortex is involved in familiarity (and not in recollection), Haskins

et al. [18] proposed that the perirhinal cortex supports ‘unitized

familiarity’. The concept of unitized familiarity was justified by ROC

evidence and it is important to consider the reasoning that led to

this proposal.

Whereas the ROCs observed in item recognition tests are typically

curvilinear, early investigations of associative recognition and

source memory found nearly linear ROCs [84,85]. The linear ROCs

initially obtained in these recollection-based tests (tests of associa-

tive recognition and source memory) seemed consistent with the

idea that recollection is a dichotomous process (i.e. that recollection

yields only strong memories). This characteristic of recollection is a

key feature of a prominent model of recognition memory [15].

However, many later studies showed that associative recognition

and source memory ROCs are almost always curvilinear [29]. A

curvilinear ROC obtained from a recollection-based test is consistent

with a continuous recollection process, graded in strength, not a

discontinuous process as required by the model. Nonetheless, an

alternative explanation of curvilinear ROCs in these tests – one that

does not require relinquishing the idea that recollection is a

dichotomous process and that does not require abandoning the

model – invokes the concept of unitized familiarity. According to this

idea, the two items of a word pair (or an item and its source) can be

combined into a singular memory trace that yields a continuous

familiarity signal and a curvilinear ROC.

Two recent studies directly tested the unitized familiarity inter-

pretation of curvilinear ROCs by combining source [37] or associa-

tive recognition [86] ROC analysis with the Remember/Know

procedure. Both studies found unambiguously curvilinear ROCs.

Importantly, these were mainly associated with ‘Remember’ judg-

ments (as predicted by a continuous recollection account), not by

Know judgments (as predicted by a unitized familiarity account). In

addition, confidence in the associative recognition decisions was

correlated in continuous fashion with the accuracy of subsequent

cued recall (a direct test of recollection [86]). These results argue

against the effort to reconceptualize evidence of associative

recollection in terms of unitized familiarity. The point is not that

unitized familiarity does not exist (e.g. people do sometimes make

high-confidence Know judgments for associative recognition deci-

sions). Instead, the point is that curvilinear ROCs do not provide

evidence for unitized familiarity, and elevated perirhinal activity in

association with correct associative memory decisions [18] is

probably best understood as evidence for recollection (see also

[56] and [57]).
Yanike et al. [58] recorded neuronal activity as monkeys
learned scene-location associations. After viewing a com-
plex visual scene, monkeys fixated one of four screen
locations to receive a reward, and their learning of the
scene-location association improved with training. This
associative learning task cannot be solved on the basis
of scene familiarity alone and instead requires calling to
mind the correct spatial location, a process more akin to
recollection than familiarity. Perirhinal neurons signaled
newly learned associations by changing their firing rate in
association with behavioral learning (similar to earlier
findings in the same task for hippocampal neurons) [59].

As in the monkey, rat perirhinal cortex receives visual
input but it also receives strong input from other sensory
modalities, including olfactory and auditory input [60]. In
addition, input from postrhinal cortex (the rodent homolog
of primate parahippocampal cortex and a possible source of
spatial information) is weak [60]. These considerations
suggest that pair-coding neurons might be found in rat
perirhinal cortex that support nonspatial, crossmodal ‘pair
recall’ activity. For example, following training in which
olfactory stimuli and visual stimuli were crossmodally
paired, one might find crossmodal pair-coding neurons
such that a perirhinal neuron that initially responded
preferentially to a particular odor stimulus would now also
respond to its visual paired associate. Although this pos-
sibility has not yet been tested, such a finding would
provide further evidence that perirhinal neurons play a
role in recollection (i.e. the calling to mind of stimuli that
have not themselves been presented) and might help to
confirm that rats are capable of recollection. In addition,
such a finding would lend support to the idea, based on
neuroanatomy, that rat perirhinal cortex is involved in
processing both visual and olfactory attributes of memory.

Hippocampus

In the hierarchy of information processing in the MTL, the
hippocampus is the ultimate recipient of convergent projec-
tions from perirhinal cortex, parahippocampal cortex and
entorhinal cortex (Figure 2). Thus, the hippocampus
receives and combines input from multiple sources and is
in a position to be involved in all aspects of declarative
memory. One striking aspect of single-unit recording data
is that hippocampal neurons seem to code nearly every
relevant aspect of an experience [61–63]. In addition, hip-
pocampal neurons can yield an abstract match/nonmatch
signal [35,36,64], they can signal recall of a specific event
[65], and they can signal item familiarity in the same way
that perirhinal neurons do (repetition suppression). Repeti-
tion suppressionwas not initially detected in the hippocam-
pus [9], and that fact contributed to the notion that the
hippocampus plays no role in familiarity. However, in two
more recent studies, neural activity in hippocampus [59]
and perirhinal cortex [58]was recordedwhilemonkeyswere
repeatedly exposed to complex novel scenes (with no re-
sponse required). A similar proportion of neurons in peri-
rhinal cortex and hippocampus initially exhibited elevated
firing that subsequently decreased to baseline as each scene
became more familiar over the course of approximately 15
presentations. One reason why this familiarity effect was
observed in the hippocampus in this study could be that the
213
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stimuliweresufficiently complex to require theprocessingof
multiple stimulus attributes (such as the spatial relation-
ship between different aspects of a visual scene).

Indeed, instead of singling out recollection, the function
that distinguishes the hippocampus from the other struc-
tures of the MTL could be its ability to combine the wide
variety of attributes associated with a particular experi-
ence to form an integrated memory trace. Furthermore, it
seems reasonable to suppose that a well-formed, multi-
attribute memory trace would facilitate not only recollec-
tion-basedmemory but also familiarity-basedmemory. For
example, studies in rats found that, when passively
viewed, novel visual objects selectively increased c-Fos
levels in perirhinal cortex, whereas novel ‘arrangements’
of a set of familiar objects selectively increased c-Fos levels
in the hippocampus [66,67]. These findings indicate that,
although the hippocampus might not always play a role in
recognizing a simple visual object as familiar (perhaps
when the object is passively viewed and processed solely
in terms of visual information), it nonetheless plays a role
in recognizing as familiar a complex, multielement stimu-
lus (e.g. one that has several parts). To relate this finding to
human experience, consider the spatial layout of furniture
in a familiar room. If the furniture were rearranged, the
familiarity of the room might be markedly altered even if
the original arrangement of the furniture could not be
called to mind (i.e. even if the original arrangement could
not be recollected).

The idea that the hippocampus plays an integrative role
in the encoding of complex stimuli is not new but its
integrative function has often been equated with the fur-
ther idea that it plays a selective role in recollection. In our
view, this has created confusion as well as the appearance
of more disagreement than actually exists. The perspective
outlined above is compatible with ideas proposed by others
(e.g. [11,68,69]) up to the point where those ideas lead to
the suggestion that the hippocampus plays no role in
familiarity. Our alternative proposal is that the integrative
role of the hippocampus supports recollection as well as
familiarity, particularly when the familiar stimulus is
encoded in terms of multiple attributes (e.g. visual, spatial,
temporal, tactile, emotional etc.).

A different line of research that has often been inter-
preted to mean that the hippocampus plays no role in
familiarity uses the Novel Object Recognition (NOR) pro-
cedure. In a typical NOR task, two identical objects are
presented (A and A), and later one old object and one new
object are presented (A and B). Increased exploration of the
new object (B) is taken as an indication that the old object is
recognized as familiar. Although studies using humans
and monkeys have consistently found that damage limited
to the hippocampus impairs performance on this task [70–

73], lesion studies in rats have often reported no effect (e.g.
[74]) as if the hippocampus plays no role in the familiarity
of a visual object. By contrast, perirhinal lesions in rats
typically produce a deficit [52,74]. Interestingly, when a
version of the NOR task is used in which spatial memory is
relevant, hippocampal lesions reliably impair performance
[75]. This pattern of results has been interpreted to mean
that the perirhinal cortex supports recognition for individ-
ual items (perhaps based on familiarity) but that the
214
hippocampus supports recognition of items in context (per-
haps based on recollection).

An alternative interpretation is that intact rats – more
so than primates – attempt to encode objects with respect
to spatial attributes even when spatial memory is not
required (e.g. [76]). Thus, for the NOR task, the rat might
encode the two objects presented in the study phase as A-1
(i.e. item A in position 1) and A-2 (item A in position 2).
Because the new item (e.g. B-2) shares positional informa-
tion with a previously encountered object (A-2), the new
item might not seem as novel as it would if spatial infor-
mation had not been acquired. In line with this idea, a
recent study [77] found that temporary inactivation of the
dorsal hippocampus in mice immediately after learning
unexpectedly ‘enhanced’ NOR performance 24 hours later.
This result suggests that the availability of spatial infor-
mation, which is normally acquired when the hippocampus
is functional, can interfere with the detection of a novel
object. Accordingly, in the absence of the hippocampus,
rats might not use spatial information and therefore use
more efficiently than intact rats whatever visual informa-
tion is available about the objects. If so, one way to reduce
spatial processing would be to expose the mice to the
testing environment for a period of time before testing.
Indeed, after increased exposure to the experimental ap-
paratus before NOR testing (5 min/day for 5 days), post-
training inactivation of the dorsal hippocampus no longer
affected object recognition memory [77].

One possibility, not tested in the study [77], is that after
even more extended pre-exposure to the experimental
apparatus, hippocampal inactivation might impair perfor-
mance. An impairment might be found if – instead of
acquiring primarily spatial information while objects are
presented – the animal now encoded multiattribute fea-
tures of the objects themselves (e.g. visual and tactile
information about the objects). A stimulus defined by
multiple object-specific attributes should seemmore famil-
iar when later encountered than it would if only the visual
aspects of the object had been encoded. Under those con-
ditions, hippocampal lesions in rats would be expected to
impair performance on the NOR task, a result that has
been reported for both pre- and post-training hippocampal
lesions [78]. In any case, the key point is that results from
theNOR task, which are often interpreted tomean that the
hippocampus plays no role in object familiarity, could
instead indicate that the hippocampus encodes multiple
attributes of an experience (including, in the case of rats
and mice, spatial attributes).

The preceding considerations suggest that it might be
possible to find memory-related tasks that do not involve
the hippocampus but they would not be tasks that are
based on familiarity. Instead, they would be tasks that
encourage the encoding of a single attribute (e.g. visual
information) without encouraging the encoding of other
attributes (e.g. spatial, tactile, olfactory, temporal, emo-
tional etc.). For example, as indicated earlier, several
studies [66,67] found no c-Fos activity in the hippocampus
when rats passively viewed simple objects through a view-
ing window (a procedure that should minimize the spatial
and tactile information that might otherwise have been
processed). In effect, by encouraging the selective encoding
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of simple visual object information, the passive-viewing
task might have accomplished what hippocampal lesions
accomplish in circumstances when the animal is able to
explore the stimulus.

In humans, virtually all stimuli are likely to be pro-
cessed in terms of multiple attributes and in a way that
engages the hippocampus. Even a simple list of words
presented for study on a computer screen should involve
the visual analysis of the letters as well as auditory verbal
processing as the words are silently read. Such multiat-
tribute encoding, by engaging the hippocampus, would
facilitate the later memory of the words, and this would
be true whether memory were based on recollection or
familiarity. However, if a task could be found that encour-
aged humans to encode stimuli in terms of a single modal-
ity (such as their visual attributes), then hippocampal
lesions might not impair memory performance because
the task can be accomplished by perirhinal cortex.

Previous studies that can be construed as tests of mem-
ory for single-attribute stimuli have usually found deficits
associated with hippocampal lesions. For example, hippo-
campal patients were impaired at recognitionmemory for a
previously presented list of synthetic sounds (tones, har-
monies, gurgling sounds, chimes etc.) [79]. Similarly, hip-
pocampal patients were impaired at recognition memory
for a previously presented list of common odors (e.g. garlic
powder, almond extract and shoe polish) [80]. Perhaps
some of these stimuli could have been encoded by controls
in terms ofmultiple attributes (e.g. using a verbal strategy)
that might have engaged hippocampal processing.

A different task that might provide a purer test of single
attribute processing is face memory. Recent evidence sug-
gests that hippocampal lesions do not impair face memory,
at least at short retention intervals [81]. It seems possible
that no verbal processing or associative processing accom-
panies the presentation of each face. Yet, processing of a
temporal attribute might be expected during encoding
(facilitating the later knowledge that the faces were not
merely seen before but seen ‘recently’), and such processing
might be expected to engage the hippocampus. Memory for
faces warrants further investigation. If face memory is
indeed intact and if our view is correct, then it might be
possible to find other single-attribute memory tasks that
can be accomplished by patients with lesions limited to the
hippocampus.

Concluding remarks

A large body of prior research concerned with recollection
and familiarity in the MTL – much of which has been
interpreted tomean that the hippocampus plays a selective
role in recollection – involves a strength confound (com-
paring strong recollection to weak familiarity). When steps
are taken to compare recollection and familiarity after they
are equated for (high) strength, both a recollection and a
familiarity signal are evident in the hippocampus.

This perspective should not be taken to mean that
‘memory strength’ is the theoretical principle underlying
the functional organization of the MTL. Memory strength
is simply the methodological confound that has complicat-
ed the interpretation of prior research on this issue. The
point instead is that an investigative approach grounded in
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology is more likely to shed
light on the functional anatomical organization of theMTL
than an approach grounded in the psychological distinction
between recollection and familiarity.

Neuroanatomical considerations suggest that the hip-
pocampus – more so than the other structures of theMTL –

is involved in combining multiple stimulus attributes.
Perirhinal cortex might combine multiple attributes as
well but to a lesser extent. In nonhuman primates, for
example, perirhinal cortex might be able to combine both
visual and spatial attributes but the hippocampus might
be needed to elaborate the trace with other attributes (e.g.
auditory, tactile, temporal etc.). In rats, perirhinal cortex is
also polymodal (receiving visual, auditory and olfactory
input) but this cortex receives little spatial input. Thus, in
the rat, the hippocampusmight be essential for elaborating
a memory trace with a spatial attribute. However, in
rodents, monkeys, as well as in humans, the hippocampus
is needed for encodingmultiple attributes of an experience,
thereby facilitating the later recollection-based and famil-
iarity-based memory of multiattribute stimuli.
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